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Greetings from the
President, Michael Chrusch
Hello South Florida Section
members,
It is with much excitement
to report that our 4th annual
Concours de Eleganz is set for
January 10, 2016 from 10:00am
to 2:00pm at TY Park in Hollywood, Florida. If you have not
been to a prior Concours de Eleganz you owe it to yourself to
attend. I know we all look forward to the next Concours de
Eleganz. Please remember that the Concours is open to all
Mercedes' models and to everyone who would like to participate. You don't have to be a member to participate. Over the
years we have added different vendors to attend the show
such as, model cars, car accessories, and clothing. So our
Concours is more than just a car show..... it is THE event.

I would also like to announce that our next Tech Session will
be held at Mercedes Benz of Coral Gables ("Bill Ussery") on
July 18th from 9:00am to 11:00am. A full breakfast will be
served. On display will be the all new S600 Maybach and an
AMG (mystery Mercedes). We look forward to seeing everyone at this not-to-miss event. More details will be emailed to
the club members shortly.

The Club has been enjoying monthly lunches over the
past two months. Our first lunch was at the famous Sergio’s in Coral Gables and our most recent lunch was held
at the Las Vegas Cuban restaurant in Pembroke Pines.
We are trying to have our lunches all across South Florida to accommodate all of our members. Our next lunch
will be in South Palm Beach\North Broward County in
the near future.

We are planning a few events with our neighboring
MBCA Sections (Road Stars and South West) so we hope
you can join us. Details will follow in various email
blasts\announcements.

As always, we encourage all of our members to join us at
our events and we greatly appreciate any of our members
who would like to get involved and help us plan future
events. We don't require you to put in long hours - just
being around the group and helping us plan or giving us
ideas is enough. After all, this is your club and we want to
make sure we are doing things you would like to do.

On behalf of the MBCA South Florida Board of Directors
and officers, I thank you for being a member and hope to
see you all at our next events.

Regards,
A number of us attended the car show that was held at the
Festival Flea Market Mall in Pompano Beach, Florida on
April 12, 2015. A few members from the MBCA Road Star
Section attended as well. It was the first time the South
Florida Section participated as a group in this car
show. There were over 400 cars in the show. We all had a
great time and look forward to attending again next year.
And oh, by the way, our Mercedes were displayed in the
front row of the parking lot so everyone attending the show
had to walk by our cars first and the registration tables
were set up right across from our cars. It was very cool.

Michael J. Chrusch,
President
MBCA South Florida

Board Meetings
Welcome to our New Members!
Since our last publication in March 2015

at Las Vegas Cuban Restaurant
(15941 Pines Blvd West
Pembroke Pines, FL 33027)
(954-443-7440)
July 8th,2015 at 7:30pm

Diego Castillo

Yoel Curbelo

Kenneth Fromkin

Carlos Gomez

John Juelich

Kathleen Latham

October 14th, 2015 at 7:30pm

Steve Sfarzo

William Warnick

November 11th, 2015 at 7:30pm
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August 12th, 2015 at 7:30pm
September 9th, 2015 at 7:30pm
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it. In 2014 the Graz assembly plant built close to 14,500 G-Wagens and
2015 is on track to beat that number. As if this wasn’t impressive enough,
half of the production in Graz is constituted by AMG branded Geländewagens; the G63 AMG and the even grander G65 AMG powered by a new 6.0liter twin-turbo 603 hp V12 that will be available stateside soon.

Website: http://
southflorida.mbca.org
Officers
President
Michael Chrusch
954-260-6466
michaelchrusch@hotmail.com
Vice President
Moises Levy
786-863-4483
levy1902@gmail.com
Secretary
Richard Eldridge
305-688-0861
woebagger@yahoo.com
Treasurer
Genesis J. Mendoza
786-863-4493
genm25@gmail.com
Directors
William Harter
954-612-7832
wharter1@aol.com
Moises Levy
786-863-4483
levy1902@gmail.com
Genesis J. Mendoza
786-863-4493
vrod1030@gmail.com
Victor Rodriguez
786-367-5993
vrod1030@gmail.com

STAR News Editor
Moises Levy
786-863-4483
levy1902@gmail.com
Webmaster
Kaming Lo
786-202-6723
gmuro_char@hotmail.com

The Mercedes-Benz G63 AMG is much more than an expensive toy.
It is the beneficiary of 36 years of advances, refinements and upgrades. The
luxury of time has allowed the G-Class to shed its rudimentary origins without losing its rugged appeal. What was science fiction or simply unimagina-

MBCA
South Florida Section
Club Shirts!!
Place your order today!
Only $39.00 each
2 for $70.00
3 for $105.00
4 for $135.00
Price includes tax, plus
shipping and handling.
Email
michaelchrusch@hotmail.com
to place your order.

Facebook
Ricardo Guaqueta
305-401-6245
ricardo@guaqueta.com
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About Our Newsletter
Star News is published four times a
year: March; June; September;
December.
Opinions, and stories are articulated by
the author and editor for the sole
purpose of informing and reading
enjoyment of the members.
If you have any stories or articles
relating to your Mercedes-Benz, or of
general interest, e-mail them to the
Editor, Moises Levy, at
levy1902@gmail.com.
To advertise in Star News
Email Moises Levy at
levy1902@gmail.com, to set it up.
The annual advertising rates are as
follows:
Full Page
$600
¾ Page
$400
½ Page
$325
¼ Page
$175
Business Card $100
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ble in the early 1970s are realities in today’s G63: ABS
brakes, full time 4MATIC permanent all-wheel drive, AMG
exclusive 7-speed transmission with Sport Mode and shift
paddles, 4 wheel electronic traction control, and of course,
the celebrated 3 independent lockable differentials. All this
technology makes the management of the 536 hp generated
by the 5.5-liter V8 biturbo engine much easier than what
prudence would suggest in most circumstances. The engine
does benefit from stop/start technology, but in an exotic

SUV with the aerodynamic efficiency of a brick, it just
means 13 MPG (combined).
Anyway you look at it, driving the G63 AMG is a
colossal experience. Its 5,622 lbs. mass is bigger than it appears at first glance, and makes me quite thankful for every
bit of the V8’s 560 lb-ft of torque. In fact, the official 0 to 60
MPH time is 5.2 seconds, which is quite a bit quicker than
my 1989 560 SL. The ride is surprisingly soft, rich and composed for body on frame chassis with front and rear live
axel suspension which basic design dates from the 1970s,
but not completely exempt from the occasional jumping that
plagues SUV with a high center of gravity. True to its nature and origins the G63 AMG steering wouldn’t be appropriate for a sport cars. As expected in a real SUV the steer-

ing self-centering action is minimal, which is great to negotiate the surprises of an unpaved road, but it can be shifty
at high speeds on tarmac. Mercedes has to keep some of
this truck feel in the steering, because with out it, the wellJune 2015
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engineered ride might inspire amateur drives to treat this
high chassis SUV like a sports car.

Benzes Over Brunch
at Sergio’s Cuban Restaurant
Submitted by Genesis Mendoza

Inside, the cabin clearly dates from another era,
but it somehow works well with the latest technology fitting
coherently into this traditional setup. It is this kind of harmony that I can’t help to wonder what a great car my R107
could be today if Mercedes-Benz had kept producing and
refining it. The instrumentation with the typical MercedesBenz information center feels at home as does the latest
version of COMMAND. The Harman/Kardon surround system only makes the experience more enticing. The support-

ive seats are also beautiful, and their high seating position
in combination with the aquarium like greenhouse give the
driver an exceptional visibility. This ‘view of the world’
stance goes right to the heart of why the G63 is so addictive.

On Saturday April 25th a few members gathered at the
famous Sergio’s Cuban Restaurant in Coral Gables. It was
a wonderful day full of sun and nice warm weather—what
Miami is all about. We met at 1:00pm for a late breakfast/early lunch and socialized over some good Cuban food.
The menu consisted of an American-Cuban fusion cuisine
and it seemed to offer something for everyone. They even
offered a calorie conscious menu called “La Flaca”, meaning skinny girl, that may have skimped on the calories but
not the flavor. I ordered the skinny turkey picadillo
(ground turkey) with cauliflower rice and it was delicious
(as was every other meal on the table)!

For 2016 Mercedes-Benz will introduce a host of
new refinements to the evergreen G-Class. Even the car
you see here will get a bump of 27 horsepower to 563 hp.
This reaffirms Mercedes-Benz’s commitment to their Super
SUV, one that despite being the longest Mercedes-Benz in
production in history (if you don’t count the Unimog) seems
to have a glorious and long road ahead of it.
Simon Gomez is the Editor in Chief in Autogente.com
sgomez@autogente.com

After we had our meals, we gathered outside in
the parking lot to look at (and admire) the cars that belonged to our fellow members. It was a great pleasure to
get together with a few folks and talk about great cars
over some great food. We plan to make these brunches a
monthly event and we hope to see you at the next Benzes
Over Brunch.
June 2015
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Mercedes-Benz GLC world premiere: An SUV
that fits the bill to Perfection
June 17, 2015 - Stuttgart/Metzingen

Festival Spring Car Show
Submitted by Moises Levy

On Sunday, April 12, 2015 members of the MBCA SFL Section met at 9:30am at a local Dunkin’ Donuts near the Festival Spring Car Show’s location in Pompano Beach. We had
coffee, waited for other members to arrive and looked around
each other’s cars in anticipation of our first time entering this
car show as a car club.
Afterwards we drove together to the event, which was only
about 10 blocks away. We then proceeded to park in the foreign car section of the event, which happened to be right at
the entrance of the car show. We had a great time both showing our cars and meeting other car enthusiasts.
At the show we also had the opportunity to see some of the
MBCA Road Star Section members as well as many other
Mercedes-Benz enthusiasts.

The second generation of the mid-size Mercedes-Benz
SUV has been renamed from GLK to GLC, and this
versatile SUV represents a big step forward on several
fronts. On a technical level, the GLC clearly makes its
mark with the excellent standard of safety that is a
brand hallmark, featuring state-of-the-art assistance
systems. The AIR BODY CONTROL multi-chamber
air suspension is unparalleled in this segment, offering
the combination of DYNAMIC SELECT engine and
suspension modes together with 4MATIC permanent
all-wheel drive. This increases both ride comfort and
agility, regardless of driving surface. Visually, the body
follows the clear and sensual design language, which
was demonstrated so successfully by the GLC Coupé
showcar concept in Spring 2015.

Some of us decided to head inside the Festival Flea Market
Mall to eat breakfast, while other members decides to stay
with their cars until we were all ready to explore the show.
We walked throughout the entire car show as a group and had
the opportunity to see many classic cars, hot rods, customs
and just about everything else in between. We also had the
opportunity to check out several vendors selling car related
and garage related products.
After the show we decided to spend a couple of minutes inside
the Festival Flea Market Mall and to do so shopping before
leaving.
The Festival Spring Car Show gave us the opportunity to
meet other Mercedes-Benz enthusiasts and their cars, as well
as members from the Road Star Section. We had the opportunity to see cars from all over the world and to meet their
owners.
We hope to see you all again soon, and we look forward to
meeting all of our new members at our next event!

"Our new GLC represents a further, systematic step in the implementation of our successful SUV
philosophy. It combines the ultimate in driving comfort
with a sporty touch, impresses on the road and – more
than ever – off it as well, and appeals to the eye with
the new design and equipment line," says Thomas Weber, member of the Management Board of Daimler AG
and responsible for Group Research and MercedesBenz Cars Development.
The GLC's interior conjures up the feel-good
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atmosphere which is a brand hallmark courtesy of highclass materials featuring a hand-crafted character, such as
nappa leather or open-pore wood trim, meticulously finished details and an appealing overall touch and feel. Last
but not least, substantially more space is available for occupants and luggage. The optional large-area panoramic glass
roof further enhances the light and airy feel inside.

models.
4MATIC permanent all-wheel drive models feature a basic drive torque split of 45 to 55 percent between
front and rear axle. In cooperation with the ESP®, ASR
and 4ETS dynamic handling control systems, this provides for superior and clearly predictable handling.
The nine-stage 9G-TRONIC automatic transmission also comes as standard equipment on the GLC300
and GLC300 4MATIC for the USA. Depending on the
mode selected for the DYNAMIC SELECT dynamic handling control, the automatic transmission with a torque
converter boasts great agility and responsiveness or
poised composure.

In comparison to its predecessor, the new model is
substantially more spacious for front and rear occupants
alike. The increase in the GLC's length in comparison to the
previous model has been translated effectively into useful
interior space. Almost all key comfort factors have been
improved – substantially in some instances – above all the
space on the rear bench.
Almost all of the driver assistance systems which
are familiar from the C-, E- and S-Class are available for
the new GLC. As part of the Intelligent Drive concept,
these systems combine data from various sensor technologies to substantially enhance comfort and safety. COLLISION PREVENTION ASSIST PLUS, Crosswind Assist,
Active Highbeam Assist and ATTENTION ASSIST are on
board as standard. The Driver Assistance Package (same
for all S/E/C/CLS/GLE models in the USA) provides an

The new GLC features the AGILITY CONTROL
suspension with steel springs and a variable damping system as standard. The GLC is the sole model in this market
segment to offer the option of fitting the chassis with a fullsupport multi-chamber air suspension system and electronically controlled, continuously adjustable damping.
The new GLC offers the DYNAMIC SELECT handling control system with five driving programs as standard. The
ECO, COMFORT, SPORT, SPORT+ and INDIVIDUAL settings will be familiar to drivers from other Mercedes-Benz
June 2015
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even more comprehensive scope of active safety features,
comprising DISTRONIC PLUS with Steering Assist, PRESAFE® Brake with pedestrian detection, BAS PLUS with
8

Cross-Traffic Assist, Active Blind Spot Assist, Active Lane
Keeping Assist and PRE-SAFE® PLUS. Also new is the
Head-up Display, (HUD). The HUD displays important information directly in the driver's field of vision on the front
windscreen, thus providing for clear legibility and less distraction from the road ahead.

passengers, with facilities including DISTRONIC PLUS
with Steering Assist, PRE-SAFE® Brake with pedestrian detection, BAS PLUS with Cross-Traffic Assist, Active Blind Spot Assist, Active Lane Keeping Assist and
PRE-SAFE® PLUS.

The full spectrum: U.S. model range and equipment
(prelim U.S. info)

The scope of delivery for the GLC also includes
the DYNAMIC SELECT dynamic handling control system with the five driving programs INDIVIDUAL,
SPORT, SPORT+, COMFORT and ECO.

In the United States, the GLC 300 and GLC 300
4MATIC are the launch powertrain choices, with others to
follow in 2016 and 2017. The GLC300 models will be powered by a 2.0-liter inline 4-cylinder engine. The preliminary
data shows that this fuel-efficient powerplant will produce

The customer has an extensive range of options
when it comes to configuring their GLC. The base range
covers nine standard and metallic paints and three

241 hp @ 5,500 rpm and 273 lb-ft of torque @ 1,300-4,000
rpm.

designo paint finishes in MAGNO Dakota Brown, Diamond White, and design Cardinal Red, plus wheels up
to a size of 20 inches (50.8 cm). The AMG Line comes
with 19-inch wheels, radiator grille with twin louvers
and chrome inserts, AMG bumpers with a chromeplated underguard, two chrome-plated tailpipes, pol-

The basic equipment on the all-new GLC already
includes numerous details adopted from higher vehicle cate-

ished aluminum trim and roof rails in anodized aluminum.
gories. Pioneering assistance systems such as COLLISION
PREVENTION ASSIST PLUS, Crosswind Assist, Active
Highbeam Assist, ATTENTION ASSIST or an ESP® system
with Dynamic Cornering Assist all feature as standard. The
optional latest-generation Driver Assistance Package further
reduces the driver's workload while enhancing safety for the
June 2015
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The GLC can additionally be combined with the
Night Package, including exterior mirror housings and
front and rear underguards in high-gloss black, window
frames in a polished black finish, roof rails in matte
black, 19-inch (48.3 cm)/optionally 20-inch (50.8 cm)
wheels, heat-insulating dark-tinted glass from the B9

pillar rearwards and chrome louvers in the radiator grille.
Other optional items include the large-area panoramic glass roof with electric roller sunblind, aluminiumlook running boards with rubber studs, LED Intelligent
Light System, EASY-PACK tailgate with HANDS-FREE
ACCESS.

For the interior, there is a choice of various combinations in MB-Tex, leather or nappa leather in black, silk
beige, espresso brown, saddle brown and platinum white
pearl (designo only). Standard wood trim is brown linden
wood with distinctive dark vertical black lines, with optional trims for the USA being black open-pore ash, burl
walnut wood in high-gloss brown.

available for the interior: Two different designo lines are
available:
designo interior - two-tone: Seats in two-tone platinum
white pearl/black designo nappa leather with contrasting topstitching, trim in black open-pore ash
in the center console and longitudinal-grain aluminium in the doors
designo interior - black: Seats in black designo nappa
leather, trim in high-gloss brown linestructure
lime

Interesting and popular options for the interior
include multi-color ambient lighting, the AIR-BALANCE
package with ionization and fragrancing, a heated multifunction steering wheel, the heated front seats with fully
electric adjustment, and heated rear seats.
"The GLC will be available in Europe from midSeptember, to be followed successively by the other markets. MY2016 GLC300 and GLC300 4MATIC launches at
US dealers in November 2015 with pricing TBD but at
similar levels to the GLK” says Matthias Lührs, Head of
Sales and Product Marketing, Mercedes-Benz Cars.

The GLC offers excellent infotainment for its occupants as standard equipment, courtesy of a large 7-inch
(17.8 cm) color media display and Audio 20 USB sound
system with Frontbass. In combination with a smartphone
with a data option, the system is already internet-capable
and further incorporates a Bluetooth® hands-free system.
In conjunction with Garmin MAP PILOT, Audio 20 CD
becomes a navigation system, integrated into the on-board
electrical system. Concert hall music quality is offered by
the Burmester sound system.
A choice of design and equipment lines is also
June 2015
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Benzes Over Brunch at Las Vegas Cuban Restaurant
Submitted by Moises Levy

On Saturday, June 20th, 2015 members of the MBCA SFL
Section met at Las Vegan Cuban Restaurant for brunch in
Pembroke Pines.
We met outside the restaurant and talked for a while before
heading inside the restaurant. We got a chance to catch up
amongst each other and to meet some new members.
The food and the atmosphere were great. We spent most of
the time catching up with each other and talking about the
latest Mercedes-Benz’s news.

After the brunch we went outside and spent about a half
hour looking at each other’s cars and sharing our passion
for Mercedes-Benz cars and automobiles in general.
We will be hosting more brunches thorough South Florida
and hope to have many of you join us in the future. Hope to
see you at our next event!
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c/o Moises Levy, Editor
6619 S. Dixie Hwy #385
Miami, FL 33143

http://www.southflorida.mbca.org
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Mercedes-Benz-Club-of-America-South-Florida Section/237626926308315
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